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Newsletter #4

Summer Edition

It's been a busy few months here at Fringeworks, with schedules dancing, deadlines whooshing by, events coming and going... but here, at last, is our fourth
newsletter, celebrating as it does our first six months of trading!
Since #3 we've seen the launch of Grimm & Grimmer Vol. 2, Machina Mortis,
New Tales of the Old Ones and Eliminating the Possible, a book that wasn't even on
the cards last issue. June has also seen us start trading at events, commencing with our
first table at Futura in Wolverhampton, and with our appearance on a panel at the
University of London's Sherlock Holmes: Past & Present conference. Next up will be
Edge Lit in July, and some other trading appearances between now and Andromeda
One, an event organised by our own Theresa Derwin, and one which we will be
sponsoring.
We are also expanding (albeit slowly) into some new areas, developing an author's
showcase imprint, Speculicious, and looking into gamebooks, role-playing and genrefocused non-fiction.

SATURDAY 21st SEPTEMBER, 2013
Birmingham has a special place in the hearts of
many genre fans. Not just because of names like
Tolkein or Wyndham, but also because of
Novacon, the Birmingham Science Fiction
Group and the famous Andromeda Bookshop.
Our very own Theresa Derwin has
always wanted to run her own event and now, as
a horror-blogger-cum-publisher, deciding that
she hasn't already got enough on her plate, has
put the wheels in motion to launch an event that
will celebrate the success of women in genre, as
well as reflecting on the Birmingham's genre
legacy.
Taking place at The Custard Factory in
Digbeth, Andromeda One brings together a host
of SF, fantasy and horror writers/ publishers for
a day loaded with book launches, kaffeklatsches,
panels, signings, walks, workshops and more.

Single Tickets: £25 each (until 10/8)
and £27 thereafter.
£100 for Groups of 5.
GUESTS OF HONOUR:
PAUL CORNELL - JAINE FENN
In addition, the event will include sessions with
an impressive range of speakers including: Chris
Amies, Jacey Bedford, Misa Bruckley (SFR),
Mike Chinn, Theresa Derwin, Jan Edwards
(Alchemy Press), Janet Edwards, Simon
Marshall-Jones
(Spectral
Press), Adrian
Middleton (Fringeworks), Adrian Tchaikovsky,
Mark West and Ian Whates (Newcon Press).
+++SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS+++
+++GO TO THE LAST PAGE+++

THE CATCH-UP
An up to date look at the world of Fringeworks, Knightwatch Press and our new imprint,
Speculicious. The fllowing list includes books in print, in development, under consideration, on
hiatus and 'in the sandbox'.

In Print Now
We currently have sixteen (yes, we do, I just counted them) books available to purchase in ebook or paperback form. At the moment these are all
available through Amazon (search using the terms here, or else click on the hyperlink if you're reading this whilst connected to the internet).
Abominable

novella

William Meikle

Out now on Amazon (ebook only)

KWP

Ain't No Sanity Clause

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Out now on Amazon

Fringeworks

Code Z

anthology

ed. Lyle Perez Tinks

Out now on Amazon

KWP

The Demon King

novel

Rhiannon Mills

Out now on Amazon

KWP

Eliminating the Possible

anthology

ed. Adrian Middleton Out now on Amazon

Fringeworks

Generations

novella

William Meikle

Out now on Amazon (ebook only)

KWP

Grimm & Grimmer #1

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Out now on Amazon

Fringeworks

Grimm & Grimmer #2

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Out now on Amazon

Fringeworks

Kaleb

novel

Simon Neilson

Out now on Amazon

KWP

Little Stories for the Smallest Room

drabble anthology

ed. David Naughton- Out now on Amazon
Shires

KWP

Machina Mortis

anthology

ed. Sam Gafford

Out now on Amazon

KWP

New Tales of the Old Ones (revised)

anthology

ed. Michael C. Dick

Temporarily unavailable

KWP

Rise of the Fiend

novella

Michael C. Dick

Out now on Amazon

KWP

Soul Survivors:
Hometown Tales

anthology

ed. Rod Nojek

Out now on Amazon

KWP

Tales from the Bell Club

anthology

ed. Paul Mannering

Out now on Amazon

KWP

Ultimate Angels

anthology

ed. Elizabeth LaFord Out now on Amazon

KWP

Out in July-August
Hard Luck City

collection

Chrissie Harper

Speculicious

Andromeda's Offspring

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Fringeworks

Raus! Untoten

anthology

ed. Matthew
Sylvester

KWP

Rom Zom Com

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

KWP

Tiki Terror Tales

anthology

ed. Adrian Middleton

KWP

September-October
A Scoundrel in Bohemia/The Lavender Men

tête bêche

Adem Rolfe

novel

David McIntee

Fringeworks

Berserker and Other Cryptids

collection

Dead Men's Tales

anthology

A number of scheduled titles have been
put back until September.
This has, in part, been done to give us
a little editorial breathing space. It will
William Meikle
also let us accommodate our preferred
ed. Adrian Middleton cover art.

Fringeworks

A Study in Steampunk

Grimm & Grimmer #3

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Fringeworks

Grimm & Grimmer: Red

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Fringeworks

Her Dark Voice

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

KWP

The Horror and the Ivy

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Fringeworks

Potatoes!

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Fringeworks

Sign of V

novel

Damon Cavalchini

Fringeworks

Soul Survivors:
Hometown Tales Vol 2

anthology

ed. Rod Nojek

KWP

Vallis Timoris

novel

Mike Chinn

Fringeworks

x7

anthology

ed. Alex Davis

Editing in progress.

KWP
KWP

KWP

In Development
Those books with no fixed release date, or scheduled beyond October, or those requiring longer development time than is normal, are listed here.
We're working on them – we just can't confirm a release date yet.
Alice's Adventures in London, Underground

serial novellas

ed. Colin Fisher

Worldbuilding in progress.

Fringeworks

Black Knights, White Heat

anthology

ed. Adrian Middleton Pitch Deadline: 31st August;
Submissions Deadline: 9th December

Bones of Willow Lake

novel

Rhiannon Mills

Being written

Cadavers

anthology

ed.

Submissions Deadline: 19th August.

KWP

Catch Me if You Can... Jack the Ripper

anthology

ed. Sam Gafford

To be announced

KWP

Curse of the Baskervilles

novel

Jonathan Green

Being written

Fringeworks

The Extended Dracula

serial novellas

tbc

Retelling Dracula as a saga. Worldbuilding in progress.

Fringeworks

Grimm & Grimmer #4-8

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Editing in progress.

Fringeworks

Grimm & Grimmer: Black

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Holmes vs. Zombies

anthology

ed. Adrian Middleton Invitation only.

Fringeworks

The Last Diner

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Submissions Deadline: 30th June

KWP

Letters from the Lodge

anthology

tbc

Invitation only.

KWP

The Journey of the Chronic Argonauts

novel

Steve Lockley

Being written

Fringeworks

NeaDNAthal

anthology

ed. Adrian Middleton Submissions Deadline: 20th July

Red Weed

serial novellas

tbc

Original post-War of the Worlds fiction. Fringeworks
Worldbuilding in progress.

Terror Tree's Pun Book of Horror

anthology

ed. Theresa Derwin

Submissions Deadline: 30th September

KWP

Worms

anthology

ed. Alex Davis

Invitation only

KWP

Fringeworks

Fringeworks

Fringeworks

On Hiatus
Not every book comes to fruition. We endeavour to deliver what we announce, but there are casualties (eg. if there wasn't enough interest or critical
mass). They're still on our to-do list, and we'll revisit them if the situation changes. If something in our hiatus list appeals, feel free to let us know.
The Descent of Fan

essay collection

ed. Steve Jones

More expressions of interest required.

Fringeworks

First Expressions
Here, exclusive to newsletter subscribers, is a glimpse of future titles intended to gauge your appetite for what we have on offer. These are the
projects sitting in our sandox, either waiting to be announced, waiting for an editor, or waiting for the right moment. If you're keen to write for us,
then why not express your interest in our publications en-masse? All you have to do is email submissions@fringeworks.co.uk, telling us which
books you may like to write for, and why. Be sure to put FIRST EXPRESSIONS into the subject-header of your email.
Coffin Dodgers

Tales of the geriatric undead.

Dante's World

Alternate history about mankind's influence over Dante's Inferno

Dead Famous

Alternate history of dead celebrities locked in a secret war with the Men in Black

The Ends of the Earth

a comedy anthology inspired by Douglas Adams

Ministry of Shadows

Alternate history about supernatural espionage

Moondust and other stories

A shared future history of mankind's struggle with a moon-based vampire nation

The Next Big Thing

An anthology of futures transformed by future technology

The Octobriana Chronicles

An anthology about Russia's topless counter-culture wonder woman

Ormond Sacker, Steampunk Detective

A Moriarty paradigm spin-off series.

Overspill

SF Noir stories set on an overcrowded Earth.

Something something something... Challenger An as-yet untitled anthology of Professor Challenger stories.
Swashpunk

An anthology of alternate history adventure stories set in the renaissance and restoration periods.

Tales of the Black Masque

An ongoing series of supernatural pulp detective stories.

Templus Templiers

An anthology of original Templar SF set in the past, the present and the future.

Teslapunk

An anthology of tales inspired by the life and science of Nikola Tesla

Thoroughly Modern Mummies

An anthology of contemporary mummy fiction.

Venus & Mars

A pair of sex-specific anthologies. One by the boys, and one by the girls...

The Yule Clock

A steampunky flash-fiction advent calendar.

Zombie Princess

An anthology of zombie stories starring...princesses, naturally.

WHAT'S NEW, FRINGEWORKS?
As announced elsewhere, there have been some
necessary reschedulings in our workload. We've
been so busy and, frankly, a little more ambitious
than intended, that xome books were delayed to
we clear an internal backlog. In spite of that, we
have printed 4 books under the Fringeworks
imprint since December 2012. Our aim for 2013
was 4, and we're already achieved that with 9
more books scheduled this year and another ten
(or more) in development.

Of course, pausing for breath has also given us the opportunity to look at our
strengths, our weaknesses, and our plans for the future. As strengths go, there is
our fairly decent reputation (unless youre all whispering bad stuff behind our
backs), our relative reliability (relative to other small presses), our book concepts
and titles (feedback is fairly consistent on this) , and most importantly, our writers.
Weaknesses lie very much with our cold start, our small team (which we
are looking to expand in innovative ways) and the state of the publishing industry
as a whole. We're working on the assumption that every threat is also an
opportunity.
Despite our successed, it's odd that our earliest vision – to publish some
original SF – hasn't even happened yet. Our plans to find original spins on
popular out-of-copyright chracters and properties lik Holmes, Dracula et al has
proven to be a good idea, and its one we'll be pursuing further, along with the
idea of serial fiction – regular continuing volumes exploring a specific character
or theme. Plans for Grimm & Grimmer, the Moriarty Paradigm and a pulp hero
series, Tales of the Black Masque, have already expanded into doing an Extended
Dracula and Red Weed (a War of the Worlds aftermath series). Ultimately I'd like to
see this being where our anthologies go – longer, meatier stand-alone stories
giving authors bigger profiles while building a canon of work recognisable as
sitting with Fringeworks.
Of course the weirdest thing of all is talking about plans that are, as yet, so
far away. Then again, much of what we've accomplished wasn't even on the
drawing board last September

*

News from KnightWatch...
Well, it's been a busy and adventurous few months
since we picked up our new horror imprint
KnightWatch Press in Feb 13. We've experienced some
learning curves and some hiccups along the way, but
we finally released two long awaited anthologies, New
Tales from the Old Ones Volume One and Machina
Mortis in April/May. From the backlog of titles KWP
originally promised, this just leaves Soul Survivors Vol
Two and Volume Two of New Tales of the Old Ones, which we aim to get out this
year.
This brings us to an update on brand new books coming your way from
KWP. We have released submission calls for a number of horror anthologies,
including The Last Diner, Tiki Terror Tales and Raus Untoten. On top of these
submissions calls, I'm delighted to announce the forthcoming release of a
collection X7 at the horror convention Scardiff on 27th October 13. us on twitter;
Someone recommended that we send it to you!
Scardiff is a brand new horror event organised by horror scribe Wayne
Simmons and there we will be releasing X7 edited by Alex Davis, containing
seven stories, each a new twist on a Deadly Sin. As well as ebook and paperback,
there will be a limited hardback print run, and you will want to get your hands on
this, after all, it contains stories by Tom Fletcher, Gaie Sebold, Simon Bestwick,
Alex Bell, Amelia Mangan, Nicholas Royle and Simon Clark. It will also have an
accompanying piece of original art for each 'sin' by artist Mark Hogg. Take a peek
at his interpretation of 'Sloth'.
As well as this volume, which I'm very excited
about, we'll be releasing a horror collection simply
titled 'Worms' it is what it says on the tin and 'Strange
Fortune' (both edited by Alex Davis) an invite only
collection where again some of the brightest writers
in the genre will delight you with stories of what can
go wrong when luck, or fortune, is against you.
Late next year, you can also look forward to a Tales
from the Crypt style collection of short horror stories
by Lawrence Dagstine with art by Bob Veon, and the
new ghostly romance novel Bones of Willow Lake by
Rhiannon Mills.
Most of all though, we're looking forward to Scardiff,
where we'll be on panels and will have two tables in
the dealer's room to delight you with.

*

INTRODUCING...
SPECULICIOUS
After some months in the planning, we’re proud
can at last announce the launch of our creatorowned imprint, SPECULICIOUS. Those in the
now may recall that this imprint started life as a
competition – as a prize for the first writer to get
six stories published by Fringeworks. Okay,
we've since extended that to Fringeworks and
Knightwatch (post takeover, otherwise there
would have been a winner before we started),
and have a few candidates on the shortlist
already (Colin, Lucy, Lizz-Ayn, Matthew,
Damon and Stewart, we're looking at YOU).
Once we thought about it, we felt that we should provide a stand-alone imprint to better
serve the interests of our authors and auteurs, rather than just our own interests as a publisher. The
name quickly came over coffee and biscuits... SPECULICIOUS.
As well as being a portmanteau of 'special' or 'speculative' plus 'delicious', it is also a play on
the word Spekulatius or Spekuloos, which is a spiced continental biscuit which forms the
inspiration for our new imprint’s elephantine logo. Why an elephant? Well, besides being a common
theme for the aforementioned biscuits, it also represents our belief that these are books we never
want you to forget…
...and with that under our belts we decided that Speculicious should be an imprint that told
customers three things:
1. the books are the product of established writers and creators, and are not based on themes or
brands devised by Fringeworks. They are personal works – stand-alone collections,
collations or novels – that entirely reflect the visions of those who created them;
2. the books are a sign of quality. Anyone can self-publish, but to publish through Speculicious
means it’s been submitted, edited and quality-controlled;
3. the books are often going to be speculative and/or experimental.
We can’t guarantee that these books are going to be your cup of tea, but we stand by the quality and
ability of the work that we publish. These works are not just by people with talent who have proved
their ability and reliability by regularly doing work for Fringeworks or KnightWatch Press in the
past, but by people we believe will one day have a following, whom we believe will be those who
break through into the mainstream.
As for the books themselves, we’re kicking of with Chrissie
Harper's Hard Luck City. Part comic strip, part narrative, part homage.
The book throws the shades of Dante and Lovecraft together into an urban
fantasy milieu. With a cover by the late great Gene Colan and interior
artwork by Chrissie Harper and Shane Foley. By the time you read this, it
should already be available on Amazon...
HLC will be followed by Lawrence Dagstine's From the Depths and
Damon Cavalchini's A Taste of Lightning in 2014.

*

SITUATIONS VACANT
Those following our website blogs will have spotted a recent request for contributors. There are two
main bottlenecks in our output: the covers and the editing. Right now we’re in need of new editors
or co-editors to bring forward some of our planned titles.

EDITORS
Ideally we’re looking for experienced editors who would be happy to take on some of our planned
books. Experienced authors who understand the principles of editing will also be considered.
If you fancy editing but haven’t done it before, drop us a line and we can chat. It’s hard
work, and it’s not for everyone, but it can be a rewarding add-on to your existing skills.

FREELANCE ROLE-PLAYING DESIGNERS
We’re going to be turning one of our properties – The Moriarty Paradigm – into a fully fledged pen
and paper role-playing game. It will be a team-built kickstarter project, so for this one we need
expressions of interest and CVs.

GAMEBOOK AUTHORS
Ever written a gamebook? Ever fancied writing one? Write in a genre that desperately needs a
gamebook but doesn’t have one? Let us know.
We'll definitely be looking at Moriarty Paradigm Gamebooks to kick things off, but our
plans don't end there. Drop us a line outlining your experience and any ideas you might have, and
all will be revealed.

URBAN SHADOWS DESIGNER/EDITOR
We’re still looking for that elusive Urban Fantasy/SF/Horror magazine editor to take forward our
plans for an e-zine we didn’t quite launch in January. What we can say is that the 'zine will be in
book/digest format (we have a thing for pulp formats) and is intended to be quarterly.
You will notice we haven't said a deadline for any of these 'vacancies', which is because its an
ongoing need. Unlike other publishers we don't want to be limited by what our existing team can
produce. We have a lot of ideas, so do you, and we want to get them out there. Our most urgent
need is for editors, particularly for Urban Shadows.
All responses to this advert should be sent to enquiries@fringeworks.co.uk, and should be
accompanied by a clear expression of what you are interested in, plus a short Biography or a copy
of your CV.

ARTISTS
Last, but by no means least, we're on the look out for artists seeking exposure. Each of our imprints
have different requirements: Fringeworks needs a second artist to share regular cover duties,
KnightWatch Press need bespoke artists for individual covers, while Speculicious authors may be
interested in finding the right artist for their collections. Be aware that we pay royalties on covers,
so any samples should come with a note confirming the terms under which you work.

ENDNOTE: A LITTLE LESS CONVERSATION, A LITTLE MORE ACTION PLEASE
Communication is easily our biggest bugbear at Fringeworks. We get asked so many questions and
have to give so many answers which there often aren't enough hours in the day to deal with. To give
you an idea, here are some numbers:
One man. One woman. Three Imprints. Sixteen books in print. Eighteen books in the wings.
Seventeen books in development. Nineteen books in the pipeline.
We pride ourselves in maintaining a strongpresence on social media, in giving full and frank
feedback as and when it's required, and in trying hard to keep everyone updated with where we are
and where we'regoing. It's a tall order. For this reason, here are some FAQ style messages to the
various people we should be talking to.
TO THOSE WITH SUBMISSIONS IN, WAITING FOR ANSWERS: We only deal with these
queries via submissions@fringeworks.co.uk, which now has an auto-acknowledge feature to save
us some time. Our intended service delivery targets are as follows:

Activity:

Target for our response:

First trawl reply (yes or no)

Within 1-2 weeks of the deadline

Edits

Within 2-3 months of the deadline

Publication

Within 3 months of the deadline

Contracts

1-2 weeks prior to publication

Royalty Payments

Every 6 months

These are our targets. We aren't meeting them right now due to over-committing to multiple
anthologies without finding the extra resources to deal with queries. By september the backlog
should be ironed out and we'll be ready to go for next year's schedule.
TO THOSE MAKING OFF-SPEC SUBMISSIONS: Guess what? We only deal with these through
enquiries@fringeworks.co.uk, and can't consider things outside of what we're planning to produce
except under the following circumstances:
1. You are invited to submit;
2. You have already been published by Fringeworks, Knightwatch Press or Speculicious six
times (SIX is a magic number) since December 2012;
3. You are an established author of multiple books interested in having some or all of your
back-catalogue published.
If you choose to make an off-spec submission any other way we can't guarantee how quickly we
will reply (if at all), especially if we've never heard of you.
TO THOSE NOT WANTING OUR NEWSLETTER: To opt out just drop us an email at
enquiries@fringeworks.co.uk. You're on the list either because you asked or because we thought
you were interested.
_____________________________________________________

ANDROMEDA ONE SPECIAL OFFER
To receive a 10% discount to Andromeda One... email Theresa at
theresa.derwin@yahoo.co.uk with your details and send your ticket money (£22.50)
by Paypal to fringewrks@gmail.com no later than 9th August.

